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Flipkart Buys
140 Acres in
Manesar for
`432 Crore

Faizan.Haidar
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Walmart-owned
Flipkart has acquired 140 acres
in Manesar in Gurgaon to set up
their largest fulfilling centre in
Asia to cater to increased demand post Covid.
The executive empowered
committee of Haryana State Industrial and Infrastructure Development Corporation (HSIIDC) has approved the allotment
at a cost of `432 crore.
Property consultant Knight
Frank were the advisors to Flipkart for this project.
Flipkart will set up a logistic
park in the land parcel over the
next 3-5 years, which has a potential of a total built up area of
five million square feet and will
be developed in 2-3 phases.
The development is expected to
cost `3,500 crore and will create
over 12,000 jobs in the state.
The first phase is likely to be
operational by 2022.
According to Rajesh Khullar,
chairman at HSIIDC, the corporation has set up a warehousing
hub in 285 acres in Manesar, in
view of the increasing demand
of warehousing from e-commerce companies. “The land has been allotted at a bare shell cost of
`3.09 crore per acre and all the
infrastructure will be laid by the
Flipkart group,” Khullar said.

In a Nutshell
 Nilesh Shah Re-elected

as Amfi Chairman
NEW DELHI Mutual fund
industry body Amfi on
Wednesday said Nilesh
Shah, managing director
of Kotak Asset Management Company, has been re-elected as its chairman. Besides, Saurabh Nanavati, who
is the chief executive officer of
Invesco Asset Management (India)
Pvt Ltd, has been re-elected as the
vice-chairman of Amfi. The decisions
were taken by the Association of
Mutual Funds in India (Amfi) at its
board meeting on Tuesday, the
industry body said .

 Maruti Sees 26% Rise

in Production in Sept
NEW DELHI Maruti Suzuki

India on Wednesday said
its total production in
September increased
25.63% to 1,66,086 units. The company had produced a total of 1,32,199
units in the same month last year,
Maruti Suzuki India (MSI) said in a
regulatory filing. Passenger vehicles
production stood at 1,61,668 units
last month as compared with
1,30,264 units in September 2019, a
growth of 24.1%. Production of mini
cars comprising Alto and S-Presso
models were at 30,492 units.
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Economic Recovery Leads to Wage Restoration
Worker wages being restored on priority as cos aim to achieve pre-Covid levels before Nov; export cos still in a wait-and-watch mode
Yogima Seth Sharma &
Prachi Verma Dadhwal

New Delhi: The festival season
this year is turning out to be a blessing for many employees who have
lived with salary cuts since the Covid-19 outbreak. As economic activities pick up, some companies have started restoring salaries in a
graded manner to achieve pre-Covid-19 levels before November.
Among them are auto component
makers Lumax Industries and
Sandhar Technologies, edtech
firms upGrad and Toppr, construction equipment giant TIL, interior
design and home decor company
Livspace, engineering major Forbes Marshall and Deki Electronics.
While worker wages are being
restored on priority, export companies are still in a wait-and-watch
mode before reinstating salaries of
their top management.
“Over the next few months we will
increasingly see companies restoring salaries,” said Nitin Sethi,

CEO (Performance, Rewards and
Organisation), at Aon India, adding that it is important that employees are “engaged, motivated
and driven.”
Many companies, across sectors,
had implemented pay cuts ranging
from 5% to 50% and some even retrenched staff during the nationwide lockdown in April to reduce wage costs. Now, the situation has improved and while some companies
want to boost the morale of their
employees, others are hoping this
will help boost consumption.
About 12% of companies have already restored salaries and another 20% have announced or will announce it shortly, according to a
survey by Aon India on HR practices of over 2,000 companies globally and 425 in India.
This comes as at least half-a-dozen economic indicators, including goods and services tax collections, e-way bills and rail freight loading for September show a recovery – either inching close to
pre-Covid-19 levels or exceeding le-
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vels from a year earlier.
In the auto component industry,
where wages were cut by an average of 30%, they have been restored
by 10% each month since August,
when demand started picking up.
“Faster the recovery, faster the
wage restoration in the sector,” said Jayant Davar, founder of Sandhar Technologies. However, Davar
said that in areas where demand is
yet to pick up, as in heavy commercial vehicles, component makers
are still in review mode.
“We have reinstated salaries back

Move aimed at
boosting employee
morale, retaining
workforce

Export dependent sectors
still in a wait &
watch mode

to pre-Covid levels,” said Ramakant Sharma, cofounder of Livspace. “This activity has been concluded for approximately 80-85% of
our workforce and will be concluded for the remaining employees
over the next few days.”
“In electronics, we saw a fairly quick revival in demand. Hence, August onwards, salaries are being revived and we have restored 100%
salary for all in September,” said
Vinod Sharma, MD of Deki Electronics. Executives in the electronics industry had their pay cut by

Car Cos Offer Monthly Rental Plans
to Push Volumes Amid Sales Slump
fering will …also be embraced by
the millennial who frequently looks to upgrade to latest models,
with flexible tenure options as low
as 12 months,” Srivastava said.
Maruti Suzuki offers its subscription programmes in Delhi-NCR,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Pune.
The company plans to expand the
service to 60 cities in a couple of years to garner 3-4% of sales from the
venture by 2025.
The local subscription market is
nascent, although the potential is
huge.

Maruti, Toyota, M&M
leasing cars at a rate
much cheaper than
monthly loan instalment
Sharmistha.Mukherjee
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Leading automobile
manufacturers in India — including Maruti Suzuki, Hyundai Motor India, Mahindra & Mahindra
(M&M) and Toyota Kirloskar Motor — are extending zero down-payment vehicle leasing options to
customers, as they look to shore up
volumes in a downbeat market.
Passenger vehicle sales in India
are estimated to have declined by
34% in the six months to September, compelling carmakers to look
at new ways of stimulating demand. In India, where pride of ownership has traditionally driven
vehicle sales, leasing is at a nascent
stage, but with more millenials opting for ride-sharing options, automakers say there has been a shift in
mindset.
WHAT IS ON OFFER

Maruti Suzuki is offering its Vitara
Brezza VXI sport utility vehicle variant – whose on-road price is `9.65
lakh — at a monthly subscription of
`23,636 to `27,611in Gurugram for 2448 months, while its Swift hatchback
model comes with a starting subscription price of `14,500. Toyota
Kirloskar Motor (TKM) is promising savings of around 16% on total
cost of ownership of a leased Toyota
Fortuner
(4x4
AT)
for
36
months/30,000 km, compared with a
product taken under loan.

M&M is giving lease rentals of
`31,402 on the petrol version of its
SUV XUV300 in Bengaluru for a period of two years. If purchased under loan, it would have entailed an
equated monthly instalment of
`36,319. Customers would have also
had to spend an additional `1,53,000
for registration and insurance in
the first year.
Under its lease option, they save
roughly `2.7 lakh.
Vehicle subscription programmes allow customers to rent a car
with zero down-payment. The rental amount can include registration, maintenance, insurance, as
well as road-side assistance charges. At the end of its tenure, customers can return the vehicle, extend the lease period or even buy
the car outright. In case the lease
arrangement does not work, they
can opt out by paying a nominal fee.
“In the changed business dynamics (following the Covid-19 out-

Bullet maker facing delays in launching products this
festive season; supply chain issues unresolved

Mumbai: Royal Enfield, the maker of Bullet motorcycles, is facing
delays in introducing new products and ramping up production
capacity even as competition intensifies. Codenamed J1D, the
much awaited Meteor launch,
which was to replace Thunderbird, has now been moved beyond
Diwali. This would mean the company will miss out on the peak festi-

break), many customers want to
shift from public transport and
shared mobility solutions to personal cars. They want mobility solutions that are easy on the pocket
and do not involve long-term financial commitments,” said Shashank
Srivastava, executive director
(marketing and sales) at Maruti
Suzuki.
Maruti Suzuki Subscribe addresses the changing needs of customers, he said.
“We are confident that our new of-

LEASING BUSINESS

The reach of the car leasing business is less than
1% in India and is mostly
powered by the corporate fleet segment

ve buying and J1A — the Classic replacement — is not likely to hit the
roads before April 2021.
Usually a new product ahead of
festive season attracts more buyers and drives volumes, but a delay
would slow down volume recovery.
The company is reportedly keen
to launch Meteor with Make Your
Own bike option or MYO App.
Through MYO, a customer can actually design his own bike or customize it through a configurator feature on the app and get it delivered

at the doorstep.
The digital project, being monitored by CEO Vinod Dasari, is an attempt to improve accessibility.
The studio store concept mooted
by Dasari has already played a big role
in reaching out to
the new customers.
With the MYO app,
the company intends to add new buyers digitally.
Before the lockdown, Royal Enfield had plans of introducing one
product every quarter in FY21, but
those plans had to be reviewed and
timelines recalibrated.

States Seek Inputs for Revising Clean
Vehicle Policies; EVs May Get Cheaper
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh,
Maha consider offering
purchase incentives in
line with Centre’s policy
Nehal.Chaliawala@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Electric vehicles (EV) may
get cheaper in Gujarat, Maharashtra
and Uttar Pradesh, as these states
consider floating purchase incentives
in line with the Centre’s flagship EV
policy that gives direct subsidies to
buyers, said people in the know.
The three state governments have
reached out to experts and manufacturers to seek views on how to implement such a policy. The proposed benefits would be on top of the subsidies
given by the Centre. This development
comes close on the heels of the Delhi
Electric Vehicle Policy, 2020 that seeks
to subsidise EVs through a feebate
structure.
West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh and
Odisha governments are also said to be
considering similar policies, but there
haven’t been any firm discussions so
far.

cuts. “Our team took a pay cut starting April to navigate the uncertainty that surrounded us due to the
sudden lockdown. Over the next
three months, we have been able to
restore it after making appropriate
cost rationalisations in other areas,” said Zishaan Hayath, founder
of edtech firm Toppr.
“We have revoked the salary cuts
that were initiated earlier. Given
the business growth witnessed in
April and June this year, we are reversing 100% of the deducted salaries to all our employees,” upGrad
MD Mayank Kumar said.
Among small and medium enterprises, there is a varying trend
across sectors.
“Wage cuts of mid-management
and senior staff across export-oriented sectors are likely to be extended for a month or more as these are
yet to see sustainable orders from
the West, while those across auto
components are being reversed,”
said Animesh Saxena, president of
the Federation of Indian Micro and
Small & Medium Enterprises.

WOMEN OWNERSHIP TO RISE ABOVE CURRENT 15-18%

More Women Take
the Wheel as India
Gets Back on Track
Maruti Suzuki, TaMo,
M&M report 3-5%
growth in demand
from women drivers
Lijee.Philip@timesgroup.com

TRADITIONAL MINDSET

“According to a research in 2019,
nearly 25% of respondents said
they would prefer to rent than buy
a car. The potential addressable
market for subscription is around
20 lakh in India. The market has potential to grow, as the product creates more awareness. Thus, we see a
lot of room for play in this market,”
Srivastava said.
The reach of the car leasing business is less than 1% in India and is
mostly powered by the corporate
fleet segment, but car leasing is
highly prevalent across the world,
with 58% of the market under this
model in Switzerland, 40% in the
UK and 24% in the United States.
“The traditional mindset was to
own a house and a car. However,
with the increase in disposable income (multiple car ownership) and
the new millennial mindset inclined towards convenience, things
are changing. Increase in awareness of the benefits of leasing will
fuel its growth in India,” said Naveen Soni, senior vice-president (sales and service), TKM.
Hyundai Motor India, the domestic subsidiary of the South Korean
automaker, has made its entire
portfolio available for leasing.

Royal Enfield Meteor May not Hit the Road Soon
Ketan.Thakkar@timesgroup.com

10% to 30%. Sumit Mazumder, MD
of construction equipment manufacturer TIL, said there was an
across-the-board wage cut in April.
“While it has been restored completely for workers, we are waiting
for improvement in supply chain
disruptions based on which salaries of top-management will also be
restored,” he added.
Forbes Marshall had deferred salaries in April and is now restoring
them. “Deferred salaries of the
first half of the year have been paid
back. However, senior management is still working at lower salaries as uncertainty continues in
my sector,” co-chairman Naushad
Forbes said. Salary restoration is
more prominent in the technology
sector, according to Deloitte India.
“Some industries, largely around
technology, are still hiring actively
and if there have been any cuts in
that industry, those may be getting
reversed,” said Anandorup Ghose,
a partner at Deloitte India.
Edtech firms are among those
that have withdrawn the salary

“Because there is so much in the
media about EVs and the Delhi policy,
some of the states are relooking into
whatever they had done to see where
they went wrong and what more they
can do,” said a person in the know,
asking not to be named.
Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh had
announced their state EV policies in
2018 but the proposed plans never took
off. Gujarat released a draft EV policy
in September 2019, but the final policy is
still awaited.
The central government subsidises
the cost of electric vehicles for
buyers under the second
phase of its Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid and
Electric Vehicles
(FAME-II), with
benefits directly

GREENER FUTURE

States like Tamil Nadu and
AP have policies to attract
EV makers with subsidised
land, capital, water and electricity

linked to the battery size on the vehicles. The subsidies are targeted
towards vehicles used for public transport. For personal vehicles it is limited
to two-wheelers and works out to
`10,000-20,000 per unit.
States like Tamil Nadu and Andhra
Pradesh, meanwhile, have policies to
attract EV manufacturers with subsidised land, capital, water and electricity, among other benefits.

Besides new product rollouts, the
company is also struggling to get the
supply chain issues resolved. While
market leaders Hero MotoCorp,
Honda and Bajaj Auto have already
hit 90-100% capacity utilization, Royal Enfield is struggling to cross
55,000 to 60,000 units a month.
“The company had plans of producing about 70,000 units in September, but they ended up producing only 55,000 units . For the
month of October, they have given
a schedule of 75,000, but due to
supply chain bottlenecks, at best
they may do only 60,000 to 65,000
units,” said an executive at a vendor company.

Mumbai: Indian carmakers like
Maruti Suzuki, Tata Motors, Mahindra, Toyota Kirloskar and MG
Motors have seen a surge in demand from women as the economy
limps back to normalcy. Automakers have reported 3-5% growth in
demand driven by increased need
for personal mobility and an additional car in the family.
While the overall women ownership of cars is in the range of
15-18% in India, this is set to increase as women increasingly get behind the wheel for events such as
off-roading and adventure trails.
Companies have catered to this by
having feature-rich and connected
vehicles to attract women buyers.
More women drivers are emerging from driving schools too.
Across 482 driving schools of Maruti Suzuki, and a total of 1.88 lakh
learning to drive in 2019-20, 41%
were women. In this fiscal, with
its driving schools just open, post
Covid, out of a total of 31,195 learning to drive, 36% were women.
Experts said the top 20 Indian cities are seeing an increased penetration of women ownership
in vehicles. “The actual usage of
vehicles by women is going up in
urban areas as they get less dependent, increasing ownership,”
said Shashank Srivastava, ED,
Maruti Suzuki. “In 2015, 12% of
women bought automatic transmission cars. This has gone up to
36% now with our Celerio, Ignis
and S Cross seeing higher traction amongst women buyers.”
The need for an additional car in
the family now has also seen an
increase amongst women owners, adds Srivastava.
“Women want to use safer transport in this new era. They increa-

singly prefer connected and feature-rich vehicles. We have seen that
in the case of the MG Hector, a connected SUV, women increasingly
adore certain sought-after features such as voice-commands for
opening the panoramic sunroof
and selection of latest sound
tracks,” said Rajeev Chaba, president & managing director, MG Motor India. Women are also key decision makers within the family
and ultimately influence purchase decisions as well, Chaba said.
For MG Motor, nearly 15% of its
buyers are women
and the company
finds the proportion of women buyers in premium
and luxury segExperts said ments higher.
“There has been
top 20 cities
are seeing an an increase of 1-3%
increased
post Covid, in wopenetration
men owners for all
of women
Toyota products
ownership in with more women
vehicles
owners in the B
segment hatch and sedan segment as compared to the UV and
premium vehicle segment. This
trend is primarily due to increasing women mobility requirements in urban areas,” said Naveen Soni, senior VP, Toyota Kirloskar Motor.
In Toyota’s portfolio, Yaris is
the most preferred vehicle
among women owners who account for almost 18% of the total
ownership.

